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The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is one of the key technologies of Industry 4.0 that 

will be an integral part of future smart and sustainable production. The current constituted 

models for estimating Quality of Experience (QoE) are mainly targeting the multimedia 

systems. Present models for evaluating QoE, specifically leveraged by the expensive 

subjective tests, are not applicable for IIoT applications. This work triggers the discussion 

on defining the QoE domain for IIoT services and applications. Industry-specific KPIs are 

proposed to assure QoE by linking business and technology domains. Tele-remote mining 

machines are considered as a case study for developing the QoE model by taking into 

account key challenges in QoE domain. As a result, QoE layered model is proposed, which 

as an outcome predicts the QoE of IIoT services and applications in a form of pre-defined 

Industrial KPIs. Moreover, software tool and analytical model is proposed to be used as an 

evaluation method for certain traffic types in the developed model.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The fourth industrial revolution is predicted a-priori and manifested as Industry 4.0. Smart 

Factories, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are main 

enabling components of Industry 4.0 that have tremendous effect on industrial application 

scenarios and automation [1]. Digitalizing of industrial processes will deliver an important 

boost in productivity and trigger economic growth [2]. Industry 4.0 transformations have 

attracted significant attention from academia and industry, it is reflected in the vast number 

of global projects and initiatives that are addressing IIoT concept. For instance, Industrie 

4.0 project was accepted in “Action Plan High-tech strategy 2020” by German Federal 

Government in July 2010 [3]. Another example is the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) 

which is enabling and accelerating adoption of the Industrial Internet as an essential step to 

increase competitiveness in key industry sectors. According to the predictions 

implementation of IIoT will have a tremendous effect on the global economy, PwC’s 2016 

Global Industry 4.0 survey respondents expect to see US$421 billion in cost reductions and 

US$493 billion in increased annual revenues p.a [4]. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

The core of IIoT and CPS is essentially the robust exchange of information. Originally, 

conventional telecom networks could not cope with the industry-specific requirements for 

reliable, predictable and efficient communication. Industrial networks were mainly based 

on diverse deterministic bus technologies (controller area network – CAN, PROFIBUS, 

INTERBUS, etc.) to satisfy strict requirements of hard real-time automation systems. 

Development of industrial communication systems and networks is shown in Fig. 1, as one 

may notice industrial communication system move from various bus technologies to 

mobile wireless solutions such as 5G that might cover all possible use cases. Recent 

advances in communication technologies (especially, wireless solutions) made possible 

interconnection of numerous IIoT and creating CPS. It is evident that mobile 

communications will be a key enabler for IIoT [2]. However, each industrial scenario has 

specific requirements in terms of communication technology. This leads to increasing the 
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number of metrics and technology specific parameters that should be considered while 

evaluating system’s performance.  

From the industrial and telecom perspective, quality evaluation is indispensable business 

goal for harmonizing the users’ experiences, agreed and delivered through SLA. Recent 

research discoveries in measuring QoE leverage the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in 

understanding the aberrant behavior of the communication link and service performance. 

However, the legacy performance evaluation techniques mainly define QoE as an 

extension of network-centric Quality of Service (QoS), reckoning the social and context 

parameters in the equations, which as a result produce a Mean Opinion Score (MOS). This 

aligns the user’s perspective of perceived service quality throughout subjective and 

objective tests. Evaluating QoE in IoT services, especially in industrial domain, deviates 

from this conventional paradigm, as the scope goes beyond measuring the user’s 

perception.  

 

Fig. 1.  Evolution of industrial communication [5] 

 

1.2 Industrial case study   

 

This work offers a real-world case study of IIoT that shows the potential of mine 

digitalization that provides a number research challenges. The number of industrial and 

research initiatives are targeting Industry 4.0 transformation. For instance, PIMM DMA 

(Pilot for Industrial Mobile communication in Mining, Digitalized Mining Arena) project 
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which is continuation of the PIMM project. The PIMM project was a two-year long project 

that was focusing on implementing the mobile network in the mine and testing a variety of 

IIoT use cases. PIMM DMA is focused on implementing a state of the art mobile network 

in a mine and test several applications that are enabled by mobile communication. The main 

purpose of PIMM DMA project is innovations in the areas of [6]: 

- Service operations for industrial mobile networks; 

- Development of cellular communications; 

- Industrial products and services enabled by mobile communications; 

- Industrial automation and digitalization of the mining industry; 

- Systems-of-systems; 

As a result, SLA templates that considers technical and business interests will be created 

for all stakeholders and business players. Underground mine is hazardous environment 

with a risk of being injured. Moreover, work under these conditions can cause immediate 

(acute) or long-term (latency) health effects. For instance, occupational diseases in mining 

include: asbestosis, mesothelioma, silicosis, cancers, chronic obstructive lung disease, 

hearing loss and others. Typical system’s architecture for tele-remote underground vehicles 

is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of remote control station, different communication 

networks and remotely operated mining vehicles. Each element will be further explained 

later in this work. 

 

Fig. 2. System’s architecure 
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1.3 Motivation 

 

The motivation of this work is to examine implementation tele-remote operation of mining 

vehicles that will lead reduce need of the human operator in the harsh environment of the 

underground mine. From the industrial prospective, by introducing IIoT mining industry 

may benefit from real-time monitoring, analytics and control. For example, the best 

operation strategy can be find by measuring fuel efficiency, productivity and controlling 

operator’s behavior. 

 

From the research prospective, tele-remote system is extremely suitable for defining and 

developing QoE concept in IIoT as it can be used as a sample to analyze the QoE domain 

and locate the intrinsic challenges within IIoT.  Firstly, it has attracted significant attention 

both from academia and industry that is resulted in the number of research projects.  

Secondly, remote operation of mining vehicles provides multimedia and multimodal 

interaction between system and operator that will increase number of qualities and metrics. 

Moreover, tele-remote operation of industrial vehicles can benefit from research on 

robotics, industrial automation and real-time communications.  

 

1.4 Research questions 

Research questions formulation determines methodologies that will be used throughout the 

work.  This work is addressing two main research questions: 

1.1 How QoE in IIoT is different from conventional definition? Why there is a need to 

redefine QoE concept for IIoT? What is the definition of QoE in IIoT? 

1.2 How to eval uate QoE in IIoT scenario? How to define a general model for QoE 

evaluation in IIoT applications?  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The emergence of the 5G networks creates new challenges in QoE evaluation, for instance, 

author of [7] suggests adaptive estimation and self-optimization of the perceived quality in 

the context of increasing number of M2M/D2D communication and IoT. According to the 

Ericsson Mobility Report, the number of connected devices will exceed 30 billion by 2023, 

among which 20b will be related to IoT, with short and wide range transmission 

capabilities. In addition, more than 20 percent of the world’s population will be covered by 

5G in 2023 [8]. 

 

Although, QoE, IIoT, and CPS are widely discussed in the research community and 

industry [9, 10], but there are a few works on QoE in IoT [11, 12, 13], and absence of 

studies regarding QoE in Industrial IoT. 

Wu et al. in [11] proposed the concept of Cognitive IoT in which “things” act as agents to 

build virtual environment. Authors develop the concept of layered-QoE framework which 

consists of four main layers - Access, Communication, Computation, Application, with 

corresponding metrics. However, authors do not provide any practical examples or 

scenarios and do not attempt to redefine the QoE domain. Authors of [14] conducted an 

experiment on correlation between QoS parameters (delay and packet loss ratio) and QoE 

for the networked actuator in function of experimental parameters. In [12] authors made an 

attempt to define QoE concept for Multimedia IoT (MIoT) by extending the previous 

layered QoE framework. It consists of five main layers - Physical, Network, Combination, 

Application and Context. Each of mentioned layers has corresponding qualities and 

metrics, for instance, Quality of Data (QoD) for the physical layer. In contrast to other 

works on QoE for IoT, authors conducted experimental evaluation for IoT vehicle 

application by measuring QoS and QoD parameters and performed subjective assessment, 

using the Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) scale. As a result, linear and non-linear regression 

models for measured parameters and MOS have been computed. Overall QoE was defined 

in terms of QoD, translated into data accuracy, and QoS, measuring throughput and 

network delay. Authors of [13] refer to the layered-QoE model proposed in [12]. They 

introduce physical and metaphysical metrics for IoT, by pointing out the complexity of 
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mapping the QoS parameters into QoE metrics. Metaphysical metrics are more scalable, 

gathering context information, and considered as an intermediate layer between physical 

metrics and QoE.  

As we can see, the general trend is layered-QoE which considers several impact factors 

which means that QoE in IoT is not only affected by network performance but also has 

many other influence factors (for example, sensing quality, context quality, etc.)  

According to [15, 16, 17], introducing Industrial IoT in the mining industry will result in 

energy and cost benefits. Moreover, IIoT can improve safety by predicting the failures in 

equipment/machines, moving from preventive to predictive maintenance strategy. Most of 

the operations can be automated which leads to new business models and processes. Real-

time data collection and analytics will bring new insights and data-driven model for both 

mine planners and business stakeholders.  

Most of the mining companies identified IIoT and corresponding data analytics among 

their top-three priorities. For instance, Rio Tinto [18] has already experimented with 

autonomous mining vehicles since 2008. Radar guidance system, GPS receiver and more 

that 200 sensors are installed on each mining vehicle. The mining site is managed from the 

operation center that collects the data from the trucks and other equipment which results in 

3D model of the work space and comprehensive analytics.  

 

Zhou et al. in [19] discussed the advantages of open, highly connected and interoperable 

IIoT-based systems compare to legacy monitoring solutions. Moreover, authors listed real-

world examples of the IIoT in mining and discussed feasibility of IIoT implementation in 

coal mines. However, IIoT technology implementation leads to new challenges such as 

security and privacy, equipment adoption for harsh environment (which is particularly 

important for gassy environment of the coal mines with a constant risk of explosion), 

network interoperability and industry-specific data analytics.  
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3 METHODOLOGY  

Choosing right research methodology and methods is an essential step to plan and 

performing the research work. Methodology defines organization, designing, conducting 

and evaluating research. Moreover, appropriate selection of research strategy assures the 

quality of the conducted research. This section gives an overview of the most commonly 

used research methods and methodologies and justifies methodology selection for this 

work. Research methodology or strategy is often referred as a “systematic process of 

carrying out the research work and solving a problem including research methods” [20].  

Research methods can be defined as “a part of methodology denoting its own category of 

methods” [20].  

Fig. 3 shows both qualitative and quantitative research methods and methodologies, 

however, there are some methods that can work well for both parts, presented diagram 

should be analyzed in top-to-bottom strategy in order to choose appropriate research 

methods and methodology.  

 

Fig. 3. The portal of qualitative and quantitative research methods and methodologies [20] 

Quantitative and qualitative research methodologies are different from each other as a 

result one of the first steps is to choose right approach. Quantitative methodologies are 

typically used in case of proving a phenomenon by evaluating data sets (quantities) which 
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are obtained during the tests or experiments. On the other hand, qualitative strategies are 

chosen in case of studying an artifact through creating new theories, hypothesis or 

products. This work includes both activities: establishing a new theoretical foundation of 

QoE in IIoT which is essentially a qualitative approach and experimental evaluation which 

is quantitative task.  

A philosophical assumption plays a significant role for the whole research since it defines 

the stand point for the project. Main philosophical assumptions such as Positivism, 

Realism, Interpretivism and Criticalism are listed in Fig. 3.  

Positivism presumes that knowledge is gained through observation of the objectively given 

reality that is independent of the researcher and its instruments. In positivism, researcher 

adopts deductive approach to increase predictive understanding of a phenomenon [21, 22].  

Realism approves that the entities hypothesized by scientific theories are real in the world, 

with appropriately attributed attributes proposed by adequate scientific theories. 

Interpretivism as an opposite to positivism involves researcher interest as a result of human 

interaction and interest into the research process. Criticalism presumes that the research 

process should be reflective and conducted as a critique of the given reality. [20] 

Commonly used research methodologies for quantitative research are: Experimental 

Research, ex post-facto Research, Surveys (Longitudinal and Cross-sectional) and Case 

Study. For qualitative research, most frequently used methodologies are: Surveys, Case 

Study, Action Research, Exploratory Research, Grounded theory, and Ethnography [20].  

 

This work is logically divided into two parts: defining QoE in IIoT and evaluating QoE; 

each part should be tackled using different research methodologies and methods. It is 

important to notice that industrial case study is complex and involves many stakeholders 

and players as a result evaluation can be performed partially for certain traffic types or 

services. Case study can be applied for the first part since this empirical study investigates 

a phenomenon in the particular context using the mix of quantitative and qualitative 

methods [23].  Regarding our scenario, the aim is to analyze QoE domain within a specific 

industrial scenario (tele-remote operation of mining vehicles). The results that are obtained 

by investigating use-case can be later generalized to the entire range of industrial systems.  
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However, hypotheses that were formulated after case study need to be evaluated through 

the number of experiments. Experimental research strategy can be applied to verify 

hypotheses and provide cause-effect relationships, specially correlation between QoE in 

IIoT and quality parameters that are measured in ICT and industrial systems.   

Data collection methods play a significant role for the overall research project thus method 

selection should have a proper reasoning. There are several main methods collect data for 

various scenarios: experiments, questionnaire, case study, observations, interviews, 

language and text methods, etc. In our work, we rely on case study data collection that 

corresponds to our research methodology and experiments that perfectly fits our approach 

to evaluate our assumptions. 
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4 DEFINING QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL 

INTERNET OF THINGS 

The vast number of concepts were proposed to get better understanding of quality in the 

complex ICT systems. QoS, UX and QoE were introduced to analyze, measure or estimate 

overall quality of the delivered service.  

In the networking domain, QoS was proposed to gather insights and improve management 

of communication network, the main goal is to define clear requirements for the offered 

service in terms of network metrics [24]. QoS is well-established industrial and research 

domain with the vast number of research works and standards [24, 25, 26]. Conventional 

QoS mainly answers ‘what’-questions, for example, “what is the state of the network?” by 

measuring typical network metrics (delay, jitter, bandwidth, etc.) and non-network 

performance parameters (provision time, repair time, etc.) as shown in Fig. 4 [24]. 

 
Fig. 4. QoS components [24] 

Conventional QoS models are not able to point at the root-cause of the quality degradation 

and answer to ‘why’-questions, for instance, ‘why is the user unsatisfied with certain 

service’. The user does not distinguish each network element but perceives the overall 

service performance [27]. To understand the user perception, the concept of QoE was 

proposed. ITU-T [27] defines QoE as: “The overall acceptability of an application or 

service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user.” However, ITU-T also acknowledges 

the following definition: “Quality of Experience includes the complete end-to-end system 

effects (client, terminal, network, services infrastructure, etc.)”. QoE in Qualinet White 

Paper [28] is defined as: “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application 

or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility 

and / or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s personality and 

current state.”  
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However, classic QoE definition and model cannot be directly applied to IIoT domain due 

to the number of challenges. The following list summarizes the presented studies by 

identifying problems, research gaps and proposing future directions in the domain of 

defining, modeling and evaluating QoE in the IIoT domain: 

1. The vast number of applications in IIoT leads to the changes in quality 

requirements. Unlike conventional multimedia services, where the network QoS 

parameters (delay, jitter, bandwidth, etc.) are the major metrics that affect QoE, 

IIoT involve a range of factors that can degrade QoE. For example, to fulfill safety, 

productivity and efficiency requirements with IIoT, its architecture should provide 

not only reliable network with low latency and jitter but also accuracy in sensing, 

such as presence of various sensors (proximity, vibrations, etc.), microphones and 

cameras, to maintain the context-awareness of the mining site. On the other hand, 

industrial efficiency and productivity are incorporated into QoE definition and 

become quality metrics as well. Therefore, the first goal is a definition of QoE 

domain and application specific quality metrics for IIoT. 

2. Deployment of Industry 4.0 and IoT solutions will lead to changes in requirements 

for telecommunication providers, ISPs and ICT companies. Conventional approach 

to ensure quality provided by communication network without considering user’s 

equipment or industry-specific service requirements will no longer be acceptable by 

stakeholders. For example, conventional QoE models typically map QoS metrics to 

users’ experience while ignoring a performance evaluation of users’ hardware. 

These gaps in performance evaluation will become more noticeable in the context 

of remote control and e-health services, where the domain of the quality evaluation 

is more complex. Moreover, some services like autonomous driving might require 

complex data aggregation and processing services on-IoT device (from devices like 

cameras, microphones, proximity sensors, etc.) while the quality of the network can 

vary. As a result, the future IIoT services and applications will require the 

telecommunication and ICT providers to change business model and extend their 

business domains to cover entire product. In the same time, it will transform 

understanding of QoE for all stakeholders. 
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3. Due to considerable number of IIoT applications, performing subjective 

experiments every time will become expensive and time consuming. Since IIoT 

redefines the role of the operator as an end user. Compared to traditional 

multimedia applications complexity of subjective experiment for IIoT increases due 

to the amount of metrics and complicated industrial environment (for example, 

conducting such experiments at the mining site can be inconvenient or even 

dangerous). From the business point of view, performing subjective experiments 

results in financial loss due to the expenses spent on renting real industrial site and 

equipment. 

Considering the presented matters, one may conclude that QoE in IIoT is intended not only 

to reflect the end-user, such as operators’ satisfaction with the tele-remote mining machine, 

but also satisfy several industry-specific metrics and business goals. For instance, in the 

tele-remotely controlled mining vehicles, the overall live-streamed video quality could be 

degraded during the service run-time, but the productivity metric may still be high as long 

as the end-user is able to complete the task effectively, without annoyance or discomfort.  

Considering factors discussed above, we can introduce refined QoE domain for IIoT. 

According to [29], QoE interaction model consists of Technological & Business domain 

and QoE domain (Fig. 5).  
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Fig.5. Conventional QoE domain [29] 

Traditional QoE model relies on human subjective aspects (evaluated using qualitative 

metrics such as MOS), while authors of [29] proposed to consider objective human 

cognitive factors. Objective human factors are quantitative and intended to predict human 

performance.  

Considering challenges that were mentioned, we can refine QoE domain for IIoT which is 

shown in Fig. 6. It includes various human factors that are incorporated in QoE model in 

combination with objective industrial factors that were mentioned previously. Objective 

industrial factors consist of safety, efficiency, productivity requirements. They can be 

rather general such as OEE or industry-specific such as ton/hour, ton/l (for mining 

industry). By incorporating objective industrial factors into QoE domain, we can see the 

tradeoff between industrial factors and Subjective and Objective human factors which 

means that QoE should be evaluated by assessing all impact factors that are important for 

the system in the given industrial context. The role of human entity changes from the 

customer to employees prospective. Operator or driver as an employee has well-defined 

task and corresponding skills that makes it different from conventional multimedia 

systems. One the key factors that is seamlessly embedded into proposed domain is that 

stakeholders earn revenue from providing services to customer but in industrial case 
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productivity and efficiency determine income for the stakeholders. That’s why satisfying 

those requirements is more important for all players. 

 

Fig. 6. QoE domain for IIoT 

In our case, objective human factors are well-established research domain. Works on 

remote manipulative control strategies started from 60s. Sheridan in [30] shows how 

operators strategy changes with time delay. In [31], authors outline fundamental limitations 

on remote operation. For example, multiple camera views can cause change blindness and 

attention switching which can lead to mental workload and degraded performance. Time 

delays essentially have negative effects on telepresence which is resulted in degradation on 

accuracy and motion sickness. All factors that were mentioned above are due to operator’s 

motor skills, mental models and physical limitations. As a result, QoE in IIoT can be 

defined as objective satisfaction of main industry-specific efficiency metrics  

and subjective acceptability of the end-user (operator, driver, etc.). 
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5 EVALUATING QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL 

INTERNET OF THINGS 

The focus of this section is to explore various ways of QoE evaluation in IIoT by 

examining the three pillars – Model, Measure and Predict, as described in [29]. 

Considering QoE domain that was defined in previouse section it is important to link 

various stackeholders and connect technology and business entities. This will allow to take 

into account all factors that might affect QoE in complex industrial scenarios.  

5.1 QoE layered-model proposal 

In view of the identified research gaps and directions for future development, discussed in 

previous section, a layered-QoE model (Fig. 7) is proposed. Layered models were found 

extremely suitable in the networking domain in order to describe interaction of various 

protocols and procedures, such as the TCP/IP and OSI networking models [32], and later 

applied in other areas, such as software engineering [33]. Layered QoE-model showed in 

Fig. 7 is designed based on the proposed use-case, however, it is intended to be applicable 

in other IIoT systems.  This model enables an evaluation of QoE by separate assessment of 

various qualities that are present in the system.  Layered structure makes evaluation and 

prediction simpler by considering different entities separately and applying different 

evaluation methods.  

 

Fig. 7. Proposed QoE model 
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5.1.1 Physical Layer 

 

Physical layer is responsible for discovering and interacting with the physical objects and 

entities in the environment. The IIoT as well as CPS consist of large number of sensing 

devices (such as various sensors, cameras, microphones, etc.), actuators and control 

devices. These physical objects often generate data with heterogeneous data types, 

sampling frequencies and traffic types as a result it affects upper layers (network, service 

layers). Due to the number of devices and their properties it is evident that they might 

affect overall QoE of the system thus this layer outputs huge number of metrics and KPIs 

for each device separately, such as types of produced data, sampling frequencies, sensing 

features, etc. These metrics can be aggregated to output Quality of Data (QoD) or Quality 

of Sensing.  QoD is defined as high if it “fit for [its] intended uses in operations, decision 

making and planning” [34]. Applicable to our model QoD shows how accurate is sensing 

for particular industrial scenario which is usually derived from SLA and business 

requirements.  

 

5.1.2 Network Layer 

 

Communication networks by nature exhibit performance and reliability limitations, caused 

by the conveying data, various network failures, capacity, environmental conditions, etc. 

[43]. Network Layer is responsible for complex evaluation of the underlying 

communication networks by assessing the network performance in terms of conventional 

parameters such as delay, jitter, bandwidth, etc. as suggested by ITU-T Y.1540 [46] and 

IETF IP PMWG [47]. ITU-T G.1011 [48] is intended to provide more comprehensive 

analysis of the encoded bitstream and audio/video streams. Typically, quality 

measurements are not performed continuously on one-way or round-trip data transmissions 

but executed during a well-defined time periods, that can be defined as observation 

windows [49]. The duration of the observation window itself is a trade-off between 

intrusiveness and granularity of obtained results. A larger observation windows increases 

the probability of detecting the problems in the network, while a shorter observation 

windows results in more detailed and accurate report on network state. For example, larger 
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observation windows have higher chances in detecting of unforeseen spikes in the end-to-

end delay that might be a result of route changes [50].  

Different traffic types with varying quality requirements might depend upon various 

techniques for evaluating network performance in IP-based services. ITU-T G.1030 [49] 

proposes end-to-end performance estimations of IP applications by troubleshooting a 

classical client-server connection.  

 

5.1.3 Service Layer 

 

Service Layer is intended to serve as a bridge between end-user entity and industrial 

service by measuring objective and subjective factors showed in Fig. 6. A service is a 

collection of independent applications and subsystems that interact by synchronizing on 

time, events or by sharing resources and variables [35], which is often referenced in the 

literature as System-of-systems (SoS) [36].  

Evaluation of subjective end-user acceptability is performed with respect to various traffic 

types that are present in the system. Such evaluation can be done by combining output 

metrics from Physical and Network Layers. One of the most important evaluation metrics 

is the service perception from the human-entity point of view. For instance, ITU-T 

standard, P.863 [35] Perceptual Objective Listening Quality Assessment (POLQA), that is 

used to evaluate QoE in VoIP applications or Perceptual Evaluation of Video Quality 

(PEVQ), ITU-T Rec. J. 247 [36] are part of this evaluation. As described earlier, 

evaluating QoE in a form of a MOS represents, or targets the user subjective perception 

and satisfaction, however, it is not enough to evaluate IIoT service as a whole. Another 

aspect of the service layer is evaluation of industrial scenario in terms of efficiency, 

productivity and safety. This evaluation can be performed according to specific procedures 

that are industry and domain specific. However, it is important to note that subjective 

evaluation and objective industrial evaluation should be combined in order to get overall 

QoE that can be used as a base for SLA between different stakeholders and industrial 

players. 
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5.2 System’s architecture and types of traffic  

Industrial use-case of remotely controlled vehicles offers a variety of traffic types and 

patterns including critical real-time data. Moreover, tele-remote operation and control have 

attracted significant attention of researchers in recent years [19, 31, 37]. The architecture of 

the system is shown on the Fig. 2 and composes a remote-control station, remotely 

operated mining vehicle and communication network (LTE and public Internet). Typical 

control station for teleoperated vehicles includes:  

• Displays showing the surrounding environment, typically includes multiple 

cameras that provide certain field of view (FOV); 

• Speakers that provide context awareness and give audio feedback; 

• Sensor view that is responsible for displaying data regarding vehicle operation and 

space around it; 

• Control devices (joysticks, wheels, pedals, etc.) 

• Health status of the vehicle and output of monitoring systems; 

• Map that shows machine’s position to provide situation awareness and to facilitate 

navigation [31]; 

As a result, typical traffic in the system includes: 

• Video stream from multiple cameras; 

• Audio stream from multiple microphones; 

• Sensor stream from a monitoring system and various sensors; 

• Control stream from remote control station back to the vehicle; 

Each data stream can be evaluated separately according to the proposed model considering 

impact on the end-user (operator, driver, engineer) and system’s performance. 

 

5.3 Real-Time Sensor Stream 

Sensor streams can be further split into two types: critical real-time control and non-critical 

monitoring stream that should be differentiated in the requirements on reliability and end-

to-end latency. The purpose of non-critical monitoring stream is to periodically send 

information regarding machine operation and surroundings. Typically, this data stream 

does not carry critical information for the machine operation or safety. On the other hand, 
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critical real-time sensor stream is sensitive to delays and packet loss and carries 

information that is necessary for safe tele-operation. In ideal case, delay and jitter for this 

type of streaming should be upper-bounded following the principles of hard real-time 

system. Typical examples of critical real-time sensor data in remote control of mining 

vehicles are time-to-collision, speed and vehicle-specific parameters. For instance, 

maximum working speed of the underground mining vehicles, such as load-haul dumper, 

can vary up to 15-20 km/h, simple calculation shows that for 20 ms end-to-end delay and 

relatively low speed of 11 km/h equals to approximately 6 cm of the displacement which 

can be critical for this industrial scenario.  

Real-time sensor streaming plays a significant role in industrial applications: 

• It defines real-time strictness of the scenario and fundamental limitations on 

communication technology, protocols and network architecture; 

• It defines resolution and accuracy; 

• It defines user-interaction models and impacts overall QoE; 

• It enriches the user experience by complementing the video and audio streams. For 

instance, reduced FOV, degraded depth perception and image quality result in 

inability to estimate speed, time-to-collision, perception of objects, locations and 

distance to obstacles, and the start of a sharp curve [38]. 

Typically, real-time sensor stream does not require significant throughput due to size of 

data chunks. Time lag essentially has negative effects on telepresence which is resulted in 

degradation on accuracy and motion sickness. For instance, latency that occurs in the 

network can cause delays of the measurements from a speed sensor which might result in a 

collision due to inability of the operator to estimate speed from video.  

Studies on remote manipulative control strategies started in the 60s. Sheridan in [30] shows 

how operators’ strategy changes with time delay. Normally, when communication latency 

is about 1s, the driver’s strategy changes to “move and wait” one, instead of continuous 

control. MacKenzie and Ware [39] demonstrated that movement times increased by 64% 

and error rates increased by 214% when latency was increased from 8.3 to 225ms. Other 

studies [37, 31, 40, 41] show that variable delay degrades the driving performance more 

compare to constant delay even with higher magnitude. Unpredictability of time lag can 

cause over-actuation (e.g. repeating control commands and over-steering) [31]. 
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Performance of LTE network for remote driving was evaluated in [37] by testing the 

possibility of tele-remote operation of a vehicle under the state-of-the-art commercial LTE 

network conditions.  However, authors have not discussed evaluation of critical sensor 

communication. 

5.4 Real-time performance evaluation and prediction 

Real-time performance of the underlaying communication infrastructure is an integral part 

of QoS delivered by a network, affecting the entire service QoE regarding subjective 

perception, productivity and safety. Evaluation of real-time sensor stream is challenging 

task due to the absence of standards. The absence of IIoT as a domain is evident in the QoS 

classes recommended by ITU-T in Y-1541 [42]. Moreover, the ongoing work items within 

ITU addressing data transmission quality techniques, such as G.OM_HEVC, P.NATS, and 

G.vidmos [43, 44, 45] are not intended to assess critical real-time IIoT service. The cited 

recommendations are targeting multimedia systems, which poses different quality 

requirements in comparison to the IIoT. Also, utilizing round-trip time (RTT) 

measurements might not be the most suitable techniques for IIoT due to the abundance of 

installed sensors and actuators. 

 

 

5.4.1 Background and network architecture 

 

To tackle challenge of real-time performance evaluation, as a part of this study a real-time 

tool (RTOOL) was designed and developed. The main goal of the designed setup is to 

precisely estimate end-to-end and one-trip time (OTT) latency per transmission. The idea 

is to collect radio measurements from the source-node for each transmission and further 

use these metrics to predict the performance of the network using machine learning (ML) 

model. Prediction can be used to calculate latency budgets for critical IoT, introduce 

possibilities to reduce latency and perform root cause analysis. Fig. 8 gives a high-level 

view of the communication network in our case. IIoT system consists of remotely operated 

mining vehicle connected to the terminal (UE) in LTE RAN. The packet data network 

gateway (P-GW) provides connectivity to the public IP network. Evolved packet system 

(EPS), which is composed of LTE RAN and EPC, forms IIoT access network. 
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Fig. 8. Communication network architecture of an IIoT service 

Each element of the communication system introduces variable delay due to the 

connectivity procedures, scheduling and network fluctuations. Authors of [46] provide a 

detailed overview of the latencies that can occur in LTE access domain. Connection 

establishment on the control and user plane is the most significant part of the latency in 

LTE access domain and can take up to 106 ms. Moreover, additional delays can be 

introduced because of scheduling, retransmission and processing on User plane (up to 28 

ms). However, these figures assume that the radio coverage is ideal and quality of the 

signal is not degraded. In this paper, we are aiming to analyze the delay that can occur due 

to the radio connectivity problems in LTE RAN. Evaluation of the control plane requires 

access to the core networks and analysis on metrics such as routing diagnostics, queuing 

length, load, bandwidth utilization, etc. Such quality metrics give insights to the 

performance of the network, but licensed RANs are typically complex and hardly 

accessible [47]. This means that performance evaluation of the control plane requires post-

processing, offline analysis on the gathered metrics.  Therefore, the latency induced by the 

control plane is out of scope for this study and the focus of the evaluation is on the user 

data plane. The main reason is the real-time accessibility to the radio measurements at the 

source-node, such as Received-signal-strength-indicator (RSSI), throughput, Signal-to-

interference+Noise-ratio (SINR), etc. The hypothesis under test is a real-time analysis on 

the radio metrics in predicting network performance parameters, such as the absolute 

delay, jitter and packet losses.  

Delay figures of the IP backbone will vary depending on the region, network load and 

number of hopes between P-GW and application server. For instance, delay can vary from 

15 ms up to 150 ms in Europe [46]. In this work, we assume that application server (e.g. 

remote control station) is placed close to the P-GW and this delay is negligible. 
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Evaluating LTE RAN from an end-node perspective is a challenging task that requires 

special tools and devices to capture network events and measure radio parameters. One of 

the commercially available products is TEMS Pocket [48]. It is described as a state-of-the-

art phone-based test tool developed for measuring the performance and quality parameters 

of wireless networks. Main functionality of TEMS Pocket are following: 

• A real-time radio measurements and event data collection; 

• Indoor and outdoor testing of wireless networks; 

• Drive testing capabilities with positioning; 

• Capturing network data for post processing using other TEMS-ecosystem tools 

such as TEMS Discovery; 

Using TEMS Pocket limits the scope of implementation options which means that RTOOL 

should be implemented on commercial mobile phone or tablet under Android OS. Devices 

that are supported by TEMS Pocket are:  Sony, HTC, LG, Samsung. TEMS Pocket 

supports following mobile technologies: LTE, WCDMA/HSDPA/HSUPA, 

GSM/GPRS/EDGE, CDMA/EV-DO. Moreover, TEMS Pocket has several control 

functions to modify device’s behavior in LTE network. Control functions work in real-time 

and allow to perform quick and non-intrusive tests. The following control functions are 

available in TEMS Pocket: 

• Radio Access Technology (RAT) lock (LTE/WCDMA/GSM; CDMA/EV-DO); 

• Band lock (LTE/WCDMA/GSM); 

• LTE EARFCN lock; EARFCN/PCI lock; 

• WCDMA cell lock (UARFCN, UARFCN + SC); 

• GSM cell lock/prevent (ARFCNs); 

• Access class lock; 

 

5.4.2 Time synchronization 

 

Evaluation of real-time performance requires precise estimation of end-to-end delay 

between control center and tele-remote vehicle. This task can be achieved by having two 

nodes perfectly synchronized with each other. Synchronization of the devices in the 

network is a complex task that can be done in two main ways: 
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• Synchronization over the network (using various protocols and services); 

• Synchronization using external clock references (using signals from Global 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), atomic clocks, etc.); 

Convenient approaches to synchronize two nodes utilize external references, such as GNSS 

signals from Global Positioning System (GPS), GLONASS, GALILEO or COMPASS. It 

is possible to provide accurate time synchronization typically better than 100 nanoseconds 

to UTC [49].  However, due to the inability to receive GNSS signals in underground 

environments, such technique is not suitable for the mining industry, thus synchronization 

for our case-study may be only achieved using existing LTE network. Main protocols 

which were developed to keep nodes over the network synchronized are Network Time 

Protocol (NTP) and Precision Time Protocol (PTP) known as IEEE Standard 1588-2008 

[50]. 

NTP is de-facto time-keeping standard across the Internet [51]. NTP organizes clocks in 

layered hierarchal way in terms of a stratums. The stratum level specifies the distance 

between reference clock and time server which is used for synchronization. As a result, 

accuracy of the synchronization that can be achieved using NTP is less than 1ms in LAN 

and in order of 10ms over WAN [51]. Typical NTP clock hierarchy is shown in Fig. 9.  

Stratum 0 consists of high-precision atomic clocks, GPS receivers or other similar sources. 

Stratum 1 represents a number of time servers that are connected to stratum 0 devices.  

Stratum 2 servers are typically attached to several servers from stratum 1 and correct their 

clocks using NTP algorithm. Stratum 3+ devices are connected to several stratum 2 servers 

and with each other. NTP algorithm is based on estimation round-trip time (RTT) between 

two nodes by sending 64-bits timestamps using UDP as a Transport layer protocol. The 64-

bits timestamp is composed of two parts: 32 bits for seconds and 32 bits for fractional 

seconds. Compensation of the offset on the client’s side is performed by measuring RTT to 

NTP server. The crucial assumption that NTP makes at this step is that the link is 

symmetrical and in ideal case uplink and downlink delays are equal.  

Another example of clock synchronization protocols is Precision Time Protocol (PTP), 

which was initially developed by IEEE to provide more accurate synchronization compare 

to NTP. Better accuracy is achieved by using PTP aware switches, also known as PTP 

Transparent Switches or Boundary Clocks. PTP takes into account switching and queueing 
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delays by using PTP aware switches and routers. Master-Slave topology is utilized in PTP. 

However, PTP makes the same crucial assumption as NTP that link is symmetrical, and 

that switches and routers have PTP enabled which is not usually the case. 

 

Fig. 9. NTP clock hierarchy [51] 

For the purpose of the described case-study, a modified version of NTP is developed. A 

slightly changed topology is used since absolute synchronization to UTC time is not 

needed as long as NTP server and RTOOL are synchronized to each other. In conventional 

NTP topology, synchronized nodes to the NTP servers will have different clock errors due 

to the network fluctuations and clock offsets on reference NTP servers. The proposed 

solution is to implement stand-alone NTP server and have its clock as a reference time for 

the entire system, in this case we mitigate error on one side completely since 

synchronization error on our server is equal to zero. Fig. 10 shows proposed topology for 

experiment using NTP-based synchronization. RTOOL synchronizes phone’s hardware 

clock to NTP server adaptively which means that synchronization can be done only under 

excellent/good radio conditions (Table I).  

 

Fig. 10. Experimental synchronization setup 
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Table I. LTE signal quality 

Signal Quality RSRP, dBm RSRQ, dB CQI 

Excellent > -90 > -9 > 10 

Good -90 … -105 -9 … -12 9 … 7 

Fair -106 … -120 
< -13 

6 … 1 

Poor < -120 0 

 

It is important to outline that LTE wireless link is not symmetrical due to the differences in 

uplink and downlink radio technologies, scheduling mechanisms and bandwidth. However, 

measurements showed that clock error was acceptable for our scenario and provides best 

effort that can be achieved in this specific use-case. Clock error was measured on the live 

network of two mobile operators by connecting phone directly to the NTP server using 

Android Debug Bridge (adb). The results are shown in Fig. 11. 

 

a)           b) 

Fig. 11. Synchronization accuracy for a) TELE2, b) TELIA 

 

5.4.3 Experimental setup 

 

RTOOL is intended to mimic the sensor stream sent from real tele-operated machine. 

Logical components of designed tool are illustrated in Fig. 12. The software tool consists 

of following components: RTOOL Core, Adaptive NTP client for synchronization, logging 

system for post-processing and simple User Interface (UI). RTOOL Core has many 

configurable parameters for each logical element:  
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• Data Generator mimics a real sensor and generates sensor data with specific size, 

type and format;  

• Sampler is a crucial element that specifies the sampling period which determines 

how often sensor data is sent based on application requirements;  

• Encoder encrypts sensor data and formats it according to the requirements;  

• Multiplexer combines the data from several sensors into one stream;  

• Socket is used to send sensor data from the phone to the server using specified 

protocol (UDP);  

 

Fig. 12. RTOOL architecture 

End-to-end or OTT latency measurements refer to the time it takes to send a packet from 

the source-node until it is received at the end-node. These measurements are done by 

periodically sending UDP packets with a sensor’s payload from RTOOL to the server. The 

experiment is performed using different time periods (sampling rate) to send the data. Each 

UDP packet is time-stamped at RTOOL and the server using local clocks that are 

synchronized to each other. Time-stamps and network measurements from TEMS Pocket 

are stored at log files for offline analysis. 
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5.4.4 Latency prediction 

 

As was mentioned earlier, RTOOL is intended to predict delay figures from the network 

measurements provided by TEMS Pocket. In recent years, machine learning (ML) models 

were successfully used in various applications from bioinformatics to speech and image 

recognition [52]. ML tries to construct data-driven models that can capture complex and 

sometimes hidden dependencies. The recent developments of hardware (e.g., 

computational devices like GPU and TPU) and software (ML libraries like Tensorflow and 

Scikit-Learn) and distributed data processing frameworks (e.g., Hadoop and Spark) enable 

opportunities to unleash true power of machine learning for solving complex problems in 

networking domain. The task of real-time performance prediction from the network 

measurements perfectly fits into the ML approach. Authors of [53] provide a general 

workflow (Fig. 13) that can be used to build ML model for predicting network 

performance. 

 

Fig. 13. Typical workflow of ML for networking [53] 

1) Problem formulation. The first step of the workflow is a problem formulation. As 

was stated earlier the goal is to predict network delay caused by the radio 

environment and RAN in LTE. For the second step, RTOOL and TEMS Pocket 

will be used to collect timestamps, network measurements and IP streams. 

2) Data processing and Feature extraction. As described earlier, the latency is 

generated by several fac-tors, but only few of them (i.e., features) have the most 

effect on the target metric. The goal of the third step is to preprocess the data by 

cleaning, formatting and performing feature engineering. Feature engineering is the 

major step of the entire process of ML model creation. Better features utilization 
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enables simpler models and produce improved results. Measured network 

parameters and end-to-end delay are presented as time-series data. There are 

several ways to create new features from time-series data:  

- Lag features that represent measured values of network metrics at prior time 

samples;  

- Window features that represent a value obtained from the values over a fixed 

window of prior time;  

TEMS Pocket may collect more than 1500 parameters (i.e., features), but for 

latency prediction basic L1 radio measurements were utilized. These measurements 

are extensively described in 3GPP standards and detailed description of LTE L1 

measurements is beyond the scope of this work. Parameters such as RSRP, RSRQ, 

RSSI, SINR and physical throughput were considered as features for the model 

construction. 

Collected data have various features with values in different ranges. Most of the 

ML algorithms are sensitive to features’ scaling. All features and label (i.e. delay) 

were scaled using Standard scaler [54].  

3) Model construction. The goal of the model construction step is to select 

appropriate ML algorithm to get reliable model with the best prediction. In this 

paper, we evaluated different ML-regressors: Artificial Neural Networks (MLP) 

and Decision Tree Regressor. Another powerful ML technique to get better 

prediction is model ensembling. In this work, we propose to ensemble models using 

bagging technique. Decision Tree Regressor was used as a base for bagging 

ensembling [55].  All regressors were trained using the training set and evaluated 

against the testing set. Models were assessed by evaluating the accuracy of the 

delay prediction. Results for each sampling period are shown in Table II.  

Performance varies with a sampling rate due to the amount of radio measurements 

and events collected within a timeseries. Lower sampling periods allow to monitor 

network with higher resolution and capture all fluctuations of the radio 

environment. 
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Table II. Prediction performance [56] 

 R2 (coefficient of determination) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

Sampling 

period 

NN 

(MLP) 

Decision 

Tree 

Bagging 

Decision 

Tree 

NN 

(MLP) 

Decision 

Tree 

Bagging 

Decision 

Tree 

20 ms 82 % 82.2 % 90.7% 0.23 0.11 0.091 

50 ms 75.5 % 77.7 % 85.1 % 0.28 0.16 0.15 

100 ms 73.7 % 67.3 % 81.8 % 0.29 0.19 0.13 

200 ms 60% 50 % 66.8 % 0.35 0.31 0.22 

  

 

a) 
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b) 

 
c)  

Fig. 14. Comparison of true delay and predicted delay figures by Bagging Decision Tree 

regressor, a) sampling rate 20 ms; b) sampling rate 50 ms; c) sampling rate 100 ms 
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Obtained results show the possibility to predict latency on the user plane by collecting 

basic RAN measurements and utilizing ML techniques. In ideal case, such prediction 

should be part of the benchmarking process in order to verify real-time performance of the 

underlaying communication network. Moreover, output (delay figures) of the proposed 

model can be used as an input for further analysis in the model that was proposed in 

Section VI. It is important to note that proposed solution has low intrusiveness considering 

size of data packets.  
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6 SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS 

As was stated in motivation section, the goal of this work is to examine implementation 

tele-remote operation of mining vehicles that will lead reduce need of the human operator 

in the harsh environment of the underground mine. This will make a dramatical change on 

perception of mining industry from sustainability point of view. In addition, proposed QoE 

domain and evaluation model might speed up implementation of IIoT services in mining 

industries. Moreover, presented evaluation methods will make operation of such services 

more sustainable. The notion of sustainability is broadly acknowledged by researchers, 

official institutions and governments. The term ‘sustainability’ was coined by Gro Harlem 

Brundtland from the World Commission on Environment and Development in 1983. The 

report titled “Our common future” defined sustainability as economic-development that 

“meets the needs of current generations without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” [57]. This fairly abstract definition was widely 

explained and extended. For instance, Erek et al. further explain sustainability as “a 

survival assurance meaning that an economical, ecological or social system should be 

preserved for future generations and, thus, necessary resources should only be exploited to 

a degree where it is possible to restore them within a regeneration cycle” [58]. Some have 

argued that ideas of sustainability were proposed by Thomas Malthus in “An Essay on the 

Principle of Population” late in eighteenth century. He noticed that exponential population 

growth would exceed Earth’s capability to support human beings. Sustainability from this 

point of view is not only conservation or preservation of natural resources but attempt to 

find some sort of balanced state so the Earth and human population can support economic 

and social transformation without catastrophic effects on next generations, animals, plants, 

etc. As a result, every domain of human activity can have diverse ways of implementing 

sustainability principles and methods [59]. 

Sustainability includes three principal components often referred as the three E’s or pillars 

of sustainability [57]:  

• Economy; 

• Environment; 

• Equity; 
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The main concern is that sustainability can be accomplished only by protecting the 

environment while providing economic growth and development and encouraging equity. 

Fig. 15 shows that main elements of sustainability are overlapping and should be treated 

simultaneously without sacrificing any components.  

 

Fig. 15 - Three elements of sustainability 

Historically, mining industry was considered as a polluting and environmentally hostile. 

The mining and mineral industry deals with some of the most difficult sustainability 

challenges of almost any industry. However, recent technological advances and 

digitalization incorporate sustainability principles into business activities. For example, 

vast number of indicators are used to ensure compliance with sustainability principles. 

These monitoring indicators are shown in Table III [60, 61]. Also, main sustainability 

issues have been identified by the European Commission [62] and the MMSD project [63].  

Table III.  Sustainability indicators in the mining industry. 

Economic Contribution Social Aspects and Equity Environmental protection 

Performance of shares; 

Net earnings; 

Percent return on capital 

investment; 

Amount of materials 

produced; 

Taxes and royalties 

created; 

Capital expenditures; 

Lost time injury frequency; 

Injuries requiring medical 

treatment; 

Regular medical surveillance 

of employees; 

Occupational diseases; 

Ranking of company as 

desirable place to work; 

Diversity of workers; 

Control harmful emissions 

from equipment; 

Minimize deforestation for 

new mines; 

Control use of ozone creating 

gases and sprays; 

Use low sulfur diesel and 

fuels; 

Economy

EquityEnvironment
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Wages; 

Workforce and training; 

Treat emissions to minimize 

nitrogen oxides; 

minimize use of benzene and 

volatiles; 

reduce flaring of natural gas; 

minimize methane releases 

into the air; 

eliminating spills of 

hazardous substances; 

minimizing water used; 

reduce power usage; 

recycle products and waste; 

 

The case study of this work investigates digitalization in the mine by introducing IIoT use 

case. It is important to understand how modern ICT systems can influence sustainability 

performance in the mining sector. Remotely controlled mining vehicles can drastically 

change mining sector and affect all aspects of sustainability.  

It was shown that the mining productivity declined over past decade (Fig. 16).  
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Fig. 16. Productivity of the mining industry [64]. 

Adoption of digital technologies and modern ICTs has the potential to enhance 

productivity and efficiency. Matthias Breunig et al. showed main clusters of technologies 

that will shift industrial paradigm within Industry 4.0 transformations [64]:  

• Data, computational power, and connectivity. 

• Analytics and intelligence. 

• Human–machine interaction. 

• Digital-to-physical conversion. 

From the social point of view, removing human operators from the mine will reduce or 

completely negate injuries and occupational diseases. Moreover, it will change ranking of 

the mining companies as a desirable place to work and encourage diversity of workers. 

Also, removing operators from the mine can also decrease fuel consumption and efficiency 

by enabling assisted mining vehicle operation and consequently decrease carbon footprint 

from the industry. According to [65], the operator is the main parameter, that affects the 

fuel efficiency and productivity the most. 
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7 FUTURE WORK 

Evaluating QoE in IIoT is a complex task that involves many stakeholders and players. 

The contribution of this work is a proof of the concept that end-to-end latency in mobile 

communications can be predicted with a certain degree of accuracy by utilizing very basic 

RAN measurements. Next steps of this work can be complex evaluation of IIoT system by 

combining all traffic types and application scenarios. Another aspect that was not 

mentioned in this work is control stream that has similar characteristics as discussed 

critical sensor stream. However, it operates on DL and uses different radio technologies, 

scheduler and RAN procedures.   

 

Delay figures that are produced by RTOOL can be further transformed to QoE of IIoT 

service that will allow stakeholder to view application in the domain of efficiency, 

productivity and safety.  

 

As was mentioned earlier, video/audio quality evaluation methods are extremely important 

in IIoT scenarios which means that video/audio quality assessment should be simple, non-

intrusive and precise. Developed software solution allows incorporating other traffic types 

and complex quality assessment of IIoT service.  
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8 CONCLUSION 

The research community and the industry acceptance of IIoT suggests rapid digitalization 

of industrial processes. Being applied in various domains, each IIoT service requires 

prioritization of different KPIs and service requirements. This work dives into the 

complexity of assessing the QoE in IIoT domain, by identifying the gaps throughout a 

thorough research on the subject. By reflecting on the identified research challenges for 

future development, this paper triggers the discussion on defining the QoE domain for IIoT 

services and application, covering the business aspects. As a result, a QoE layered-model is 

proposed, which as an outcome predicts the QoE of IIoT services and applications in a 

form of pre-defined Industrial KPIs, such as productivity, efficiency, reliability and safety.  

 

Moreover, the network performance evaluation becomes linearly more complex as each 

IIoT requires different QoS assurances. In this work, real-world industrial scenario was 

analyzed to evaluate importance of critical real-time sensor streaming. For this purpose, a 

software tool was developed to capture the absolute, one-way delay for each transmission. 

The latency metrics and further analyzed with various LTE RAN and radio measurements. 

A machine learning technique is used to grasp the relation between the latency metrics and 

the captured radio measurements. The contribution of this study is a delay prediction for 

each transmission in real-time based on the correlation and learning processes. The initial 

results prove the possibility to estimate delay figures caused by the LTE RAN events and 

radio disturbances from the environment. The highest accuracy of the prediction is 

estimated at 90%. The approach taken in this study is the first step in assessing the 

performance of IIoT service. The achieved results enable further calculation of latency 

budgets for a given critical IoT service, as well as opens the possibilities to reduce latency 

and perform root cause analysis [56].
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